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A B S T R A C T
When the SGH Lagrangian based on triangle mesh is used to simulate com-
pressible hydrodynamics, because of the stiffness of triangular mesh, the prob-
lem of physical quantity cell-to-cell spatial oscillation (also called ”checker-
board oscillation”) is easy to occur. A matter flow method is proposed to
alleviate the oscillation of physical quantities caused by triangular stiffness.
The basic idea of this method is to attribute the stiffness of triangle to the fact
that the edges of triangle mesh can not do bending motion, and to compensate
the effect of triangle edge bending motion by means of matter flow. Three
effects are considered in our matter flow method: (1) transport of the mass,
momentum and energy carried by the moving matter; (2) the work done on
the element, since the flow of matter changes the specific volume of the grid
element; (3) the effect of matter flow on the strain rate in the element. Numer-
ical experiments show that the proposed matter flow method can effectively
alleviate the spatial oscillation of physical quantities.
c© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The motion of compressible multi-material large deformation fluid is a common hydrodynamic process in the
fields of high energy density such as detonation, inertial confinement fusion, superhigh velocity collision, astro-
physics. It is also a difficult point in hydrodynamic numerical simulation. Currently, among the main technical
schemes to simulate the motion of compressible multi-material large deformation fluid are Euler method [1–17] and
Arbitrary Lagrange-Euler (ALE) method [18–24]. The ALE method here usually refers to the ALE method that al-
lows the interface mesh to move across different matters, also known as MMALE (Multi-Material ALE). Because
of the cross-matter motion of the grid in the ALE method, there will be mixed matter grid elements similar to the
Eulerian method, and the mixing can cause the dispersion of the material interface. In order to control the interface
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dispersion, it is necessary to introduce interface reconstruction (such as VOF [2, 12, 20] and MOF [19, 20, 22, 23])
into Euler method and ALE method.
At present, Lagrangian method [25–36], despite its advantage in edge-tracking for multi-material fluids, has not
become the mainstream method of compressible multi-material large deformation hydrodynamic simulation. Its main
reasons include mesh distortion, physical quantity oscillation (mainly in two-dimensional triangular mesh and three-
dimensional tetrahedral mesh), and it is not easy to deal with the interface topology changes caused by material
collision or fracture. The oscillation of physical quantities is the focus of this paper.
In Lagrangian hydrodynamic simulation, when triangular or tetrahedral meshes are used, it is easy to appear the
cell-to-cell oscillation distribution of physical quantities between mesh elements, that is, the problem of checkerboard
oscillation of physical quantities. The reason can be attributed to the mesh stiffness of triangular or tetrahedral meshes.
For the nonphysical checkerboard oscillation problem, some research work [35, 36] has been done at present. In 2012,
G.Scovazzi [35] took the lead in discussing the use of ”Flux” to alleviate stiffness. Starting from variable multiscale
anaysis (VMS), scovazzi makes a linear approximation of the mesh motion on a finer scale and transforms it into
flux on the edge of a large-scale mesh. After a series of approximations, Scovazzi discarded many complex terms,
and finally retained an energy diffusion term proportional to the pressure gradient in flux. Scovazzi’s ”Flux” method
can alleviate the oscillation in some typical shock wave problems. However, this method also causes some other non
physical effects, such as the density increases instead of decreasing at the wall heating. This may be due to the over
simplification of Scovazzi’s ”Flux” term. In 2015, N. R. Morgan [36] also discussed a method of using ”Flux” to
alleviate the stiffness. The author thinks that in the Point-Centered Lagrangian hydrodynamics (PCH) discretization,
stiffness originates from the volume error, and then proposes a matter flow term to correct the error. The so-called
matter flow means that matter is allowed to be transported from one control body to another. In addition to mass, the
energy and momentum carried by matter will be transported along with the matter.
Similar to the method in the literature [35, 36], this paper also constructs a ”Flux” method to alleviate the physical
quantity oscillation caused by triangle stiffness in two-dimensional SGH Lagrange simulation. The core idea of this
method is to attribute the stiffness of triangular mesh to the fact that there is no proper bending on the edge of the mesh
element, and a ”Flux” is constructed to replace the edge bending effect. ”Flux” method in this paper considers a variety
of effects, including the mass, momentum, and energy transport caused by the transport of matter between elements
(similar to that done in the Morgan), the energy transport between elements due to the work done by the specific
volume change of the elements (this is a bit like that done in the Scovazzi), and the influence of material transport on
the strain rate of the element. To facilitate the application of matter flow method in parallel hydrodynamic program,
this paper also designs a parallel implementation scheme of matter flow SGH Lagrange method based on OpenMP
[37].
The following chapters are arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces the compressible hydrodynamic equations
and discrete format. Section 3 presents a matter compensation flow method. Section 4 discusses the parallel imple-
mentation algorithm based on shared memory. Section 5 gives numerical examples and analysis. Section 6 summa-
rizes and discusses the research work of this paper.
2. Compressible hydrodynamic equations and discrete format
2.1. Two dimensional compressible hydrodynamic equations
Consider the following two dimensional compressible hydrodynamic equations in this article. Equations (1) - (4)
are mass equation, momentum equation, internal energy equation and equation of state,respectively.
1
ρ
dρ
dt
+ ∇ · u = 0, (1)
ρ
du
dt
= −∇(p + q), (2)
ρ
de
dt
= −(p + q)∇ · u, (3)
p = p(ρ, e). (4)
where ρ, e, u are the density, specific internal energy and velocity of the fluid, p is the pressure and q is the artificial
viscosity. The specific forms of differential operators ∇· and ∇ are respectively ∂
∂x +
∂
∂y and (
∂
∂x ,
∂
∂y )
T , and ddt is the
Lagrangian time derivative.
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In the example of this paper, the equation of state (4) is taken as the ideal gas equation of state, which is expressed
as follows:
p(ρ, e) = (γ − 1)ρe (5)
where γ is the gas adiabatic index.
2.2. Finite volume discretization scheme based on SGH
In computational fluid dynamics, according to locations (in elements or on grid points) on which physical quan-
tities in the Lagrangian method are defined, it can usually be divided into Staggered-Grid Hydrodynamics (SGH)
method, Cell-Centered Hydrodynamics (CCH) method and Point-Centered Hydrodynamics (PCH) method. In the
SGH method, the pressure, density and internal energy are defined in the center of the element, and the velocity and
kinetic energy are defined on the nodes. In this paper, the SGH Lagrangian finite volume method is used to discretize
the control equations, and the physical quantities defined in cells are treated as piece-wise constant. The discrete
control volume is shown in the Fig. 1.
(a) triangular element c (b) node p
Fig. 1. Control volume diagram
For the SGH Lagrangian finite volume method, the discrete form of compressible hydrodynamics equations (1)-
(3) are expressed as follows:
mc = constant, (6)
mp =
1
3
∑
c∈T (p)
mc, (7)
un+1p = u
n
p +
∑
c∈T (p) f npc
mp
∆t, (8)
xn+1p = x
n
p + u
n
p∆t +
∑
c∈T (p) f npc
2mp
(∆t)2, (9)
En+1c = E
n
c −
∑
p∈P(c)
f npc · (xn+1p − xnp). (10)
where mc represents the mass of the element c, mp denotes the mass of the node p, unp and un+1p respectively represent
the velocity of the node p at the moments tn and tn+1, xnp and xn+1p respectively represent the position of the nodes p at
tn and tn+1 moments, Enc and E
n+1
c respectively indicate the internal energy of element c at t
n and tn+1, T (p) represents
all the element sets containing nodes p, P(c) represents all the node sets in element c, f npc represents the force of the
element c on the node p, its expression is as follows:
fpc = (pc + qc)
 − ypc2−ypc12xpc2−xpc1
2
 ,
where pc, qc denotes the pressure and viscous in the element c. The expression of qc is as follows:
qc = −cviscρcv˙, (11)
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where cvisc is the viscosity coefficient, ρc is the density in the grid element c, and v˙ is the relative change rate of
volume. The viscosity coefficient is selected as follows:
cvisc = k max
{ − 2v˙h2, vsh}. (12)
where h is the maximum value of the three sides of the triangular element, and vs is the sound velocity and k is an
adjustable factor, which is taken as 2.0 in this paper.
2.3. Time step control
To retain time stability, the time step ∆t in the evolution of Lagrange hydrodynamics needs to satisfy the stability
condition. In this paper, the time step is selected according to the following conditions.
∆t = min
c∈C
{
∆tcs, ∆t
c
v, ∆t
c
f v, ∆t
c
f a
}
.
where C is the set of grid elements, ∆tcs, ∆t
c
v, ∆t
c
f v, ∆t
c
f a for each element are as follows.
(1) Time step determined by sound velocity:
∆tcs = Csa f e ·
hmin
vs
.
where Csa f e = 0.05 is an adjustable safe factor, which is taken to be 0.05 all through the following, hmin is the
minimum height of the triangle, vs is the sound velocity of the triangle.
(2) Time step determined by viscosity:
∆tcv = Csa f e ·
h2min
cvisc
.
where cvisc is the viscosity coefficient of the triangle.
(3) The time step determined by the velocity of matter flow in a triangle:
∆tcf v = Csa f e ·min
{ h1
3|u1f low|
,
h2
3|u2f low|
,
h3
3|u3f low|
}
.
where h1, h2, h3 is the three heights of the triangle, u1f low, u
2
f low, u
3
f low are the matter flow velocities on the three
sides of the triangle (see section 3).
(4) The time step determined by the acceleration of triangular matter flow:
∆tcf a = Csa f e ·min
{√ 2h1
3|a1f low|
,
√
2h2
3|a2f low|
,
√
2h3
3|a3f low|
}
.
where a1f low, a
2
f low, a
3
f low is the acceleration of matter flow on the three sides of the triangle (see section 3).
3. Matter compensation flow method
When the SGH Lagrangian method based on section 2.2 is used to simulate the motion of compressible hydro-
dynamics, it is easy to appear the phenomenon of physical quantity cell-to-cell oscillation caused by the stiffness of
triangular mesh. Fig. 2 gives an intuitive description of the physical quantity spatial oscillation caused by the stiffness
of the triangular mesh: suppose Fig. 2(a) the quadrilateral mesh abcd be filled with fluid, nodes b and c are fixed,
nodes a and d move in the direction of the arrow. Under these conditions, fluid density in the quadrilateral abcd will
decrease as the mesh area increases. While in Fig. 2(b), a quadrilateral grid abcd is divided into four triangular grids.
The rest of the conditions do not change. With the movement of nodes a and d, the length of the edge ad decreases,
and the area of the triangle ade becomes smaller. Finally, the density and pressure in the triangle ade increase sig-
nificantly higher than that in the adjacent triangle. As a result, the cell-to-cell oscillation phenomenon of physical
quantities appears, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Inspired by the above analysis, we attribute the stiffness of a triangle to the fact that the edges of the triangle
cannot do bending motion. Taking Fig. 2(c) as an example, if the edge ae and de of the triangle ade can do bending
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(a) Quadrilateral computing grid (b) Triangular computing grid (c) Non-physical oscillation phenomena
Fig. 2. Oscillation of physical quantities in triangular meshes [32]
motion, the edge ae and de will bend outward with the increase of pressure in the triangle ade, which will compensate
for the decrease of the area of the curved triangle ade. Thus, the oscillation of physical quantity is alleviated (This
also tells us that in principle, if we adopt a Lagrangian method [18] which allows the grid to bend, the oscillation of
physical quantities can be alleviated). From this point of view, this paper proposes a method of matter compensation
flow to approximate the effect of triangular side bending motion, so as to alleviate checkerboard oscillation. The basic
idea of this method is shown in Fig. 3. In the Fig. 3(a), let triangle bd f pressure be greater than triangle ab f . If the
sides of a triangle can bend, under pressure differential, the edge b f will become a curved bg f . Because in the usual
Lagrangian simulation, the mesh is actually not allowed to bend, so we can consider using the material compensation
flow between cells to replace the effect of the edge bending motion (Fig. 3(a) the area of the shadow part determines
the amount of matter flow). Because the curved edge b f g is not easy to obtain, in order to calculate conveniently, the
shadow part is approximated to a triangle, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The triangle can be considered to be formed by the
midpoint h of the edge b f moving to node g under the action of pressure difference.
(a) Triangle mesh edge bending (b) Approximate the curved area with a triangle.
Fig. 3. Triangle mesh edge bending diagram
There are three effects related to the matter compensation flow. The first effect is that the mass, momentum and
energy carried by the matter are transferred from the grid cell to the adjacent grid cell in the process of flow. The
second effect is that the specific volume of the grid element is changed due to the ”squeezing in” and ”extrusion” of
the matter from the grid cell, which will produce work effect on the original matter. The third effect is that the volume
strain rate of the grid element is also affected by the matter flow, which leads to the change of the viscous stress of the
grid element, which will eventually affect the evolution of the internal energy. Based on the above three effects, the
steps of the matter compensation flow method are designed as follows (Fig. 4 gives an illustration and defines some
of the symbols for the description of the steps).
Step 1 Using the accelerations of node B and node D to calculate the component of the average acceleration in the
normal direction of the midpoint I of the edge BD:
a¯I = sn · a1 + a22 . (13)
where sn is the out of unit normal vector of the edge BD in the element K, a1 is the acceleration of node B, a2
is the acceleration of node D.
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(a) ∆x ≥ 0 (b) ∆x < 0
Fig. 4. Illustration of the matter compensation flow method.
Step 2 The acceleration of node I is also calculated by the pressure difference between triangular element K and KNb:
aI =
pK − pKNb
mI
, (14)
where pK and pKNb are the pressures of elements K and KNb respectively, and the mass of node I is:
mI =
mK + mKNb
4
.
mK is the mass of element K and mKNb is the mass of KNb.
Step 3 The difference between aI and a¯I determines the acceleration of matter flow:
a f low = aI − a¯I , (15)
a f low = a f lowsn.
where the direction of a f low is the normal direction of the edge BD.
Step 4 Thematter f lowaccelerationa f low determines the imaginary movement of the node I:
∆x = unf low∆t +
1
2 a
n
f low(∆t)
2,
un+1f low = (u
n
f low + a
n
f low∆t)(1 −Cdiss).
(16)
where unf low is the size of the matter flow velocity of the t
n moment, anf low is the amount of matter flow acceler-
ation size at the tn moment, ∆t is the time step, and Cdiss represents the artificial dissipation factor of the flow
velocity, which is proportional to the viscous coefficient:
Cdiss = max
{ 3
S K
cKvisc,
3
S KNb
cKNbvisc
}
here, cKvisc and S K are the viscosity coefficient and area of the element K, and c
KNb
visc and S KNb are the viscosity
coefficient and area of the element KNb, respectively.
Remark 1. The direction of ∆x and un+1f low is the normal direction of edge BD.
Step 5 Mass compensation, according to conservation of mass:
m′K = mK − ∆M
m′KNb = mKNb + ∆M
(17)
where ∆M is the mass carried by the matter flow, and its calculation formula is
∆M =
{ 1
2 ∆xLρK ,∆x ≥ 0
1
2 ∆xLρKNb ,∆x < 0
(18)
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L is the length of edge BD, and the ρK and ρKNb are the density of K and KNb, respectively.
According to the definition of node mass, the mass of nodes A and C is modified as
m′A = mA − ∆m
m′C = mC + ∆m
(19)
where ∆m := 13 ∆M, the mass of nodes B and D does not change.
Step 6 The change of internal energy should not only consider the ∆E carried by the matter flow, but also the extra
work Wextra caused by the change of element volume.
E′K = EK − ∆E −Wextra
E′KNb = EKNb + ∆E + Wextra
(20)
where EK and EKNb are the internal energies of element K and KNb respectively, and the calculation formula of
∆E is
∆E =
 ∆MmK EK ,∆M ≥ 0∆MmKNb EKNb ,∆M < 0 (21)
Wextra formula (See Remark 2 for details) is
Wextra =
1
2
[
(pK + qK)
∆M
ρK
+ (pKNb + qKNb )
∆M
ρKNb
]
. (22)
here qK is the viscous force of element K and qKNb is the viscous force of element KNb
Remark 2. The extra work done by the movement of matter to cause changes in element volume is:
Wextra = (p + q)∆v,
where p and q are the pressure and viscous force of the element. ∆v is the volume change of the element, and
its calculation formula is:
∆v =
∆M
m
v =
∆M
ρ
,
So the extra work can be written as:
Wextra = (p + q)
∆M
ρ
,
To maintain conservation of energy, the extra work is averaged over the element K and KNb, and then written
as:
Wextra =
1
2
[(pK + qK)
∆M
ρK
+ (pKNb + qKNb )
∆M
ρKNb
].
Step 7 The change of volume relative rate caused by matter flow is as follows:
∆v˙ =
 ∆MmK 1∆t ,∆M ≥ 0∆MmKNb 1∆t ,∆M < 0 (23)
The change of volume relative rate affects the value of viscous by (11), and then affects the change of internal
energy and other physical quantities.
Step 8 Velocity compensation:
u′A =
p′A
m′A
u′C =
p′C
m′C
(24)
where p′A = pA − ∆p, p′C = pC + ∆p, pA and pC are the momentum of nodes A and C, respectively. ∆p satisfies
the following optimization problems:  ∆p = arg minp∈R2
{|p− λ|}
a〈p, p〉 + 〈b, p〉 + c = 0. (25)
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here λ = ∆m uB+uD2 , a =
1
m′A
+ 1m′C
> 0, b = 2m′C pC −
2
m′A
pA, c = ( 1m′A −
1
mA
)〈pA, pA〉 + ( 1m′C −
1
mC
)〈pC , pC〉.
The derivation of formula (25) is given below. Take Fig. 4(a) as an example (Fig. 4(b) has the same result).
We suppose that node A transports the momentum of ∆p (to be solved) to node C, then the conservation of
momentum is used
p′A = pA − ∆p,
p′C = pC + ∆p.
(26)
According to conservation of kinetic energy
1
2
mA〈uA,uA〉 + 12mC〈uC ,uC〉 =
1
2
m′A〈u′A,u′A〉 +
1
2
m′C〈u′C ,u′C〉 (27)
Since p = mu, (27) can be written as
1
mA
〈pA, pA〉 + 1mC 〈pC , pC〉 =
1
m′A
〈p′A, p′A〉 +
1
m′C
〈p′C , p′C〉 (28)
We substitute (26) into (28), and we get
1
mA
〈pA, pA〉 + 1mC 〈pC , pC〉 =
1
m′A
〈pA − ∆p, pA − ∆p〉 + 1m′C
〈pC + ∆p, pC + ∆p〉 (29)
We can get from (29)
a〈∆p,∆p〉 + 〈b,∆p〉 + c = 0 (30)
where a = 1m′A +
1
m′C
> 0, b = 2m′C pC −
2
m′A
pA, c = ( 1m′A −
1
mA
)〈pA, pA〉 + ( 1m′C −
1
mC
)〈pC , pC〉.
The difference between the momentum carried by the matter flow and the momentum I the midpoint of the edge
BD reaches a minimum, i.e. min
{|∆p− λ|}, in the ∆p satisfying (30).
Thus, we can get the optimization problem (25).
Lemma 1. The binary quadratic function f (p) = a〈p, p〉+〈b, p〉+c (a > 0), p ∈ R2, if ∃ p0, satisfies f (p0) ≤ 0,
then f (p) = 0 must have a real solution.
Theorem 2. The optimal solution exists in optimization problem (25), and the expression of the optimal solution
is:
∆p =

r
d
λ + (1 − r
d
) p∗ , d , 0
p∗ + r n , d = 0
(31)
where p∗ = − 12a b, r =
√
〈b, b〉
4a2
− c
a
, d =
√〈λ − p∗, λ − p∗〉, n = (1, 0)T .
Proof. Firstly, the existence of solutions is proved. We assume that
f (p) = a〈p, p〉 + 〈b, p〉 + c (32)
where a = 1m′A +
1
m′C
> 0, b = 2m′C pC −
2
m′A
pA, c = ( 1m′A −
1
mA
)〈pA, pA〉 + ( 1m′C −
1
mC
)〈pC , pC〉.
Let p0 = ∆mmA pA, have
f (p0) = a〈p0, p0〉 + 〈b, p0〉 + c
= a
∆m2
m2A
〈pA, pA〉 + ∆mmA 〈b, pA〉 + c
= (
1
m′A
+
1
m′C
)
∆m2
m2A
〈pA, pA〉 + 2∆mmA 〈
1
m′C
pC − 1m′A
pA, pA〉+
(
1
m′A
− 1
mA
)〈pA, pA〉 + ( 1m′C
− 1
mC
)〈pC , pC〉
=
[
(
1
m′A
+
1
m′C
)
∆m2
m2A
− 2∆m
mAm′A
+
1
m′A
− 1
mA
]
〈pA, pA〉 + 2∆mmAm′C
〈pA, pC〉+
(
1
m′C
− 1
mC
)〈pC , pC〉
(33)
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We substitute (19) into (33), and we get
f (p0) = − mC∆m
m2A(mC + ∆m)
〈pA, pA〉 + 2∆mmA(mC + ∆m) 〈pA, pC〉 −
∆m
mC(mC + ∆m)
〈pC , pC〉
= − ∆m
m2AmC(mC + ∆m)
(
m2C〈pA, pA〉 − 2mAmC〈pA, pC〉 + m2A〈pC , pC〉
)
= − ∆m
m2AmC(mC + ∆m)
(
mC pA − mApC
)2
Since ∆m > 0, mA > 0, mC > 0, then f (p0) ≤ 0. According to Lemma 1, we know that there must be a real
solution in formula (34).
a〈p, p〉 + 〈b, p〉 + c = 0 (34)
Then the expression of the optimal solution ∆p is derived. For the convenience of derivation, we set p =
(x, y)T , b = (b1, b2)T in (34), have
a(x2 + y2) + b1x + b2y + c = 0 (35)
We can get (36) from formula (35).
(x +
b1
2a
)2 + (y +
b2
2a
)2 =
b21 + b
2
2
4a2
− c
a
(36)
Because there is a real solution, then b
2
1+b
2
2
4a2 − ca ≥ 0. We introduce the notation r :=
√
b21+b
2
2
4a2 − ca , p∗ := − 12a b =
(− b12a ,− b22a )T , d := |λ − p∗| =
√〈λ − p∗, λ − p∗〉.
(1) If r = 0, it is easy to know that ∆p = p∗.
(2) If r > 0, then the trajectory of the (36) formula represents a circle with the center of the circle as the p∗,
radius as the r. The geometric meaning of the solution of the optimization problem (25) indicates that the
distance from the point on the circle to the λ is the minimum.
(a) d = 0 (b) 0 < d < r (c) d = r (d) d > r
Fig. 5. Diagram of a circle
1) If d = 0 (i.e. the center of the circle p∗ = λ, see Fig. 5(a)), then any point on the circle is the solution
of optimization problem (25). For simplicity, let’s take ∆p = p∗ + (r, 0)T .
2) If 0 < d < r (i.e. λ is in the circle, see Fig. 5(b)), then ∆p =
r
d
λ + (1 − r
d
)p∗.
3) If d = r (i.e. λ is on a circle, see Fig. 5(c)), then ∆p = λ.
4) If d > r (i.e. λ is outside the circle, see Fig. 5(d)), then ∆p =
r
d
λ + (1 − r
d
)p∗.
In summary, the optimal solution of optimization problem (25) is as follows:
∆p =

r
d
λ + (1 − r
d
) p∗ , d , 0
p∗ + rn , d = 0
(37)
where r =
√
〈b, b〉
4a2
− c
a
, p∗ = − 12a b, d =
√〈λ − p∗, λ − p∗〉, n = (1, 0)T . 
The above eight steps are the complete operation process of the matter compensation flow method.
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4. Parallel implementation of matter compensation flow based on OpenMP
OpenMP is a thread level parallel Application Programming Interface (API) based on shared memory. It is com-
posed of a set of compilation guidance, run-time routines and environment variables. It has the advantages of simple
programming, portability and expansibility, and is widely used in the field of scientific computing. In this paper, a
Parallel Matter Flow Lagrangian (P-MFL) algorithm is designed for SGH Lagrangian simulation with matter flow
based on OpenMP. The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. P-MFL algorithm flow chart
Tab. 1 introduces the functions of the six modules in Fig. 6.
Table 1. Function description of the six core modules in the P-MFL
Core modules Function
1 P-DetermineDeltT Parallel computing time step ∆t
2 P-DynamicEvolve Parallel evolution of a time step
3 P-SetAllDependentVariables Parallel setting of all dependent variables on the element
4 P-CalculateMatterFlowAcc Parallel calculation of matter flow acceleration on three edges of triangular element
5 P-MatterFlowEvolve Parallel evolution of matter compensation flow
6 P-CalculateVertexForce Parallel calculation of node forces
In the Mesh Partition link in the P-MFL algorithm flow chart, this paper uses the graph partition toolbox METIS[38]
to decompose the grid T into NT sub-grids Ti (i = 1, · · · ,NT ). Fig. 7 shows the mesh partition diagram for NT = 4.
The number of cells in the subgrid generated by METIS is almost the same, and the sum of all the subgrid boundaries
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satisfies the minimum principle, so the parallel partition often has good parallel performance. Let’s suppose that the
cell index set in T is C and the node index set is N , and the index set in sub grid Ti is Ci and the node index set is
Ni, then (1) C =
NT⋃
i=1
Ci,N =
NT⋃
i=1
Ni; (2) Ci ∩ C j = φ,Ni ∩N j = φ, ∀ i , j, i, j = 1, 2, · · · ,NT .
Fig. 7. Mesh partition
”Fork-Join” is the standard parallel mode of OpenMP, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The code is divided into serial region
and parallel region. The serial region is executed by the main thread. When executing to the parallel region, the slave
thread is forked by the system. In the parallel region, the parallel task is completed by the main thread and the slave
thread. After the calculation of the parallel region is finished, all threads will join together again. The derived slave
thread will exit or block, no longer work, and control the flow return to the main thread and proceed to the next task.
(a) ”Fork-Join” mode (b) Diagram of interface point p
Fig. 8. ”Fork-Join” mode and Diagram of interface point p
In parallel region, thread i (i = 1, · · · ,NT ) is responsible for computing tasks in subgrid Ti, that is, only cell
index set Ci and node index set Ni are considered, and the calculation task of each thread is about 1/NT of serial
task. There will be data competition for shared memory cells at the subgrid boundary that may lead to inaccurate
calculation results, such as computing node force at interface p point. Let’s consider two subgrids Ti (green area) and
T j (yellow area), as shown in Fig. 8(b). Assuming that thread i is calculating the force f Ap of element A on node p,
and thread j is also calculating the force f Fp of element F on node p, and they read the data fp of the shared memory
unit at the same time, then the updated node force will either take the value f ′p = fp + f Ap in thread i or f ′′p = fp + f Fp
in thread j, while the correct result should be f ′′p = f ′p + f Fp . To ensure the correctness of the calculation results and
the security of the data, techniques such as ”atomic operation” and ”critical region” are used. Because the subgrid
interface is short and the cell aggregation is strong in the Mesh Partition step, the probability of the above situation is
very small (the larger the scale, the smaller the possibility), which almost does not affect the parallel efficiency of the
program.
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5. Example and analysis
This section examines the previous matter flow method based on Saltzman Piston Problem[39, 40], Noh Implo-
sion Problem[41] and Sedov Explosion Problem[42]. All three examples contain a highly transient shock, and the
orientation of the wavefront is inconsistent with that of the grid. The conventional Lagrangian method is easy to
appear the physical quantity oscillation problem caused by the stiffness of the triangular mesh.
5.1. Saltzman Piston Problem
Example 5.1. Consider model question (1)-(4), domain Ω = [0, 1]×[0, 0.1], simulation time t ∈ [0, 0.5], gas adiabatic
γ = 53 . Initial condition: initial density is 1, and the pressure is 0. Boundary condition: the left boundary adopts
piston boundary condition (i.e. the boundary moves to the right at constant unit velocity), and the right and upper
and lower boundaries adopt solid wall boundary condition (i.e. normal velocity or displacement is 0).
Two grid types of type I and type II, as shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) respectively, are used to simulate the
Saltzman piston problem.
(a) Mesh T S a,I1
(b) Mesh T S a,II1
Fig. 9. The type I grid with T S a,I1 of 100×10 and the type II grid with T S a,II1 of 100×10
Saltzman piston problem with the initial mesh T S a,I1 and T S a,II1 is simulated with both the regular SGH Lagrangian
method (labeled as ”no-matterflow”) and the method implementing the matter flow (labeled as ”matterflow”) in order
to test the effectiveness of the proposed matter flow method.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the grid diagram, density and pressure contour diagram, and Fig. 12 shows the scatter
plots of density, pressure and velocity (x), at T S a,I1 and T S a,II1 with or without matter flow, at t = 0.5. The cell-to-cell
oscillation is clear in the regular Lagrangian simulation. When the matter flow method is implemented, the pressure
oscillation is flattened to a nearly perfect state, which is an expected result for the method, while the oscillation in
density or velocity distributions with and without the matter flow method are with about the same size. Even though
the density and velocity distributions do not gain remarkable improvement as the pressure, we can say the result is
improved as a whole.
To explore the dependence of the effect of the matter flow method on grid size, we have also carried out simulations
of Saltzman problem using the matter flow method based on refined meshes T S a,Ii and T S a,IIi , i = 2, 3 that are refined
2 and 5 times respectively on the basis of T S a,I1 and T S a,II1 , as listed in Tab. 2. The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 13. As the refined mesh corresponds to a smaller viscos, the simulation results are closer to the ideal solution
for refined mesh, as expected. The oscillation, on the other hand however, does not shrink with the mesh refinement.
We interpret this phenomenon as follows: the effect of the matter flow method depends on the smoothness of the
physical quantities distributions along cells, the smoother the better; when the mesh is refined, the viscous also
becomes smaller, this leads to sharper distributions of physical quantities along space for shock wave problem, and
if transferring from space to cells, it leads to physical quantity distribution smoothness approximately independent of
the mesh size, and so the oscillation is also approximately independent of the mesh size. So, this phenomenon can be
viewed as a nature of the matter flow method combined with the SGH Lagrangian scheme. This analysis also point a
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way of how to obtain result with the oscillation better alleviated than that in Fig. 13: to construct more refined mesh
and, at the same time, increase the viscous coefficient.
(a) Mesh, no-matterflow, T S a,I1 (b) Mesh, matterflow, T S a,I1
(c) Density, no-matterflow, T S a,I1 (d) Density, matterflow, T S a,I1
(e) Pressure, no-matterflow, T S a,I1 (f) Pressure, matterflow, T S a,I1
Fig. 10. T S a,I1 mesh diagram, density and pressure contour diagram at t = 0.5.
(a) Mesh, no-matterflow, T S a,II1 (b) Mesh, matterflow, T S a,II1
(c) Density, no-matterflow, T S a,II1 (d) Density, matterflow, T S a,II1
(e) Pressure, no-matterflow, T S a,II1 (f) Pressure, matterflow, T S a,II1
Fig. 11. T S a,II1 mesh diagram, density and pressure contour diagram at t = 0.5.
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(a) Density, T S a,I1 (b) Pressure, T S a,I1 (c) Velocity (x), T S a,I1
(d) Density, T S a,II1 (e) Pressure, T S a,II1 (f) Velocity (x), T S a,II1
Fig. 12. The scatter plot of density, pressure and velocity (x) of T S a,I1 and T S a,II1 with or without matter flow at t = 0.5.
(a) Density, T S a,Ii (i = 1, 2, 3) (b) Pressure, T S a,Ii (i = 1, 2, 3) (c) Velocity (x), T S a,Ii (i = 1, 2, 3)
(d) Density, T S a,IIi (i = 1, 2, 3) (e) Pressure, T S a,IIi (i = 1, 2, 3) (f) Velocity (x), T S a,IIi (i = 1, 2, 3)
Fig. 13. The density, pressure and velocity x scatter diagrams of T S a,Ii and T S a,IIi , i = 1, 2, 3 at the time of t = 0.5.
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Table 2. Type I and type II grid size information
Type Notation Mesh resolution
T S a,I1 100x10
Type I T S a,I2 200x20
T S a,I3 500x50
T S a,II1 100x10
Type II T S a,II2 200x20
T S a,II3 500x50
5.2. Noh Implosion Problem
Example 5.2. Consider the model problem (1)-(4), where domain Ω = [0, 0.8] × [0, 0.8], simulation time t ∈ [0, 0.4]
(General reference t = 0.6, but the grid distortion in our calculation is too severe, we can not calculate this time, so
we take t = 0.4), gas adiabatic γ = 53 . Initial condition: initial density is 1, specific internal energy is 0, and velocity
is 1 (the direction points to the origin, i.e. lower left corner (0, 0) position). Boundary condition: the left and lower
boundaries of the domain adopts the solid wall boundary condition, and the right and upper boundaries adopt free
surfaces conditions. The domain Ω is divided by a uniform grid of 40×40, 80×80 and 160×160 (see Fig. 14), which
are recorded as T No1 , T No2 and T No3 , respectively.
Remark 3. Radius represents the radius, i.e. Radius =
√
x2 + y2, and the radial velocity represents the velocity along
the radius direction, which is
√
u2x + u2y and points to the origin.
(a) T No1 (b) T No2 (c) T No3
Fig. 14. Three kinds of initial meshes
Firstly, the influence of matter flow on the experimental results is explored for the initial mesh T No1 . Fig. 15
shows the grid and density, pressure contour diagram at t = 0.4. Fig. 16 shows the density, pressure, radial velocity
scatter diagram at t = 0.4. The big difference between the numerical solution and the ideal solution in Fig. 16 is due to
the large artificial viscosity corresponding to the coarse mesh. As can be seen from the diagram in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16,
the introduction of the matter flow method can greatly alleviate the physical quantity oscillation in SGH Lagrange
simulation. As a side effect, matter flow method also reduces the distortion of the mesh in the simulation of Noh
problems.
Then, the influences of different grid sizes on the results are explored for three groups of initial meshes T No1 ,T No2 and T No3 . Fig. 17 shows the corresponding scatter diagram of density, pressure and velocity at t = 0.4 simulated
using the matter flow method. Similar to that in Saltzman problem simulation, the numerical solution is closer to the
exact solution when the mesh is refined, but the oscillation is almost independent of the mesh refinement.
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(a) Local mesh, no-matterflow (b) Density, no-matterflow (c) Pressure, no-matterflow
(d) Local mesh, matterflow (e) Density, matterflow (f) Pressure, matterflow
Fig. 15. Mesh, density, pressure contour diagram of T No1 at t = 0.4.
(a) Density, matterflow (b) Pressure, matterflow (c) Velocity(r), matterflow
Fig. 16. The density, pressure and radial velocity scatter diagram of T No1 at t = 0.4.
(a) Density, matterflow (b) Pressure, matterflow (c) Velocity(r), matterflow
Fig. 17. The density, pressure and velocity scatter diagram of different grid sizes at t = 0.4.
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5.3. Sedov Explosion Problem
Example 5.3. Consider the model problem (1)-(4), where domain Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and simulation time t ∈ [0, 1],
gas adiabatic γ = 1.4. We use 40 × 40, 80 × 80, 160 × 160, 320 × 320, 640 × 640, 1000 × 1000 uniform mesh for the
domain Ω. Tab. 3 shows the corresponding notation, number of grid cells and number of nodes, and Fig. 18 shows
the first three sets of grids. Initial condition: initial density is 1, velocity is 0, square domain in the lower left corner
[0, hi] × [0, hi] (consists of a pair of triangles). The internal energy density is E0/4h2i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) for the pair of
cells at the down-left corner, where E0 = 0.9792, hi = 0.1 × 2−(i+1), i = 1, 2, · · · , 5, h6 = 10−3, and is 0 for the rest
cells. Boundary condition: the left and lower boundary of the domain adopts the solid wall boundary conditions, The
right and upper bounds adopt free surfaces conditions.
Table 3. Six kinds of initial grid information of Sedov
Notation Mesh resolution Number of elements Number of nodes
T S e1 40×40 3200 1681T S e2 80×80 12800 6561T S e3 160×160 51200 25921T S e4 320×320 204800 103041T S e5 640×640 819200 410881T S e6 1000×1000 2000000 1002001
(a) T S e1 (b) T S e2 (c) T S e3
Fig. 18. Sedov the first three sets of initial meshes of the problem.
Firstly, the effect of material flow on numerical simulation results is discussed for initial mesh T S e1 . Fig. 19
shows the contour diagram of the grid, density and pressure when the T S e1 grid does not use matter flow and uses
matter flow at t = 1. Fig. 20 shows the scatter diagram of density, pressure and radial velocity at t = 1. It can be seen
from the figure that the introduction of the matter flow method can greatly alleviate the physical oscillation in the SGH
Lagrangian simulation. As a side effect, the matter flow method also reduces the mesh distortion in the simulation of
the Sedov problem.
Secondly, the effects of different grid sizes on the numerical solutions are investigated for the initial meshes
T S e1 , T S e2 , T S e3 . Fig. 21 shows the scatter diagram of the density, pressure, radial velocity of the three initial mesh
sizes at t = 1, respectively. The conclusions of these simulations are similar to that of Saltzman and Noh problems.
Finally, we take the Sedov problem as an example to explore the parallel performance of the SGH La-
grangian program after adding the matter flow (the parallel test results of the other two examples are basically
consistent with the examples).
(1) To validate the correctness of the parallel algorithm, considering the initial grid T S e2 , the influence of different
thread number NT = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 on the numerical solution is studied.
Fig. 22 shows the curves of total mass, total energy and total momentum of different threads with time. Fig. 23 shows
the scatter plot of density, pressure and radial velocity of different threads at t = 1.
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(a) Mesh, no-matterflow (b) Density, no-matterflow (c) Pressure, no-matterflow
(d) Mesh, matterflow (e) Density, matterflow (f) Pressure, matterflow
Fig. 19. The grid, density and pressure contour diagram of T S e1 at t = 1.
(a) Density (b) Pressure (c) Velocity (r)
Fig. 20. The scatter diagram of density, pressure and radial velocity of T S e1 at t = 1.
(a) Density (b) Pressure (c) Velocity (r)
Fig. 21. The density, pressure and radial velocity scatter diagram of T S e1 , T S e2 and T S e3 at t = 1.
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(a) Total mass (b) Total energy (c) Total momentum(x) (d) Total momentum(y)
Fig. 22. Total mass, total energy, total momentum variation curves of different threads. It can be seen from the diagram that the total
mass and total energy are conserved, and the experimental results of multithreading are completely consistent, and the total momentum
increases with the increase of simulation time, and the total momentum change curve of multithreading completely overlaps.
(a) Density (b) Pressure (c) Radial velocity
Fig. 23. The scatter plot of density, pressure and radial velocity of different threads at t = 1. It can be found that the density, pressure and
radial velocity calculated by different threads are exactly the same.
Figs. 22-23 shows that the total mass, total energy and total momentum change curve of multithreading completely
coincide with the change curve of single thread. Density, pressure and radial velocity scatter plot of multithreading at
t = 1 are also consistent with that of single thread, indicating that the parallel program designed is correct.
(2) To validate the scalability of parallel programs, three groups of large-scale grids T S e4 , T S e5 , T S e6 , fixed iteration
times of 1000 times, the number of threads are NT = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16.
Tabs. 4-5 shows the CPU wall time and parallel speedup P-MFL different sizes in different thread numbers, re-
spectively.
Table 4. P-MFL CPU-Time (s)
NT T S e4 T S e5 T S e6
1 3.61E+02 1.42E+03 3.35E+03
2 1.91E+02 7.53E+02 1.75E+03
4 1.01E+02 3.92E+02 9.11E+02
8 5.74E+01 2.21E+02 5.19E+02
16 3.78E+01 1.48E+02 3.52E+02
Table 5. P-MFL Speedup
NT T S e4 T S e5 T S e6
1 \ \ \
2 1.89 1.89 1.91
4 3.57 3.63 3.68
8 6.29 6.45 6.45
16 9.55 9.60 9.51
Remark 4. The parallel speedup S n =
T1
Tn
, where the T1 is the time of execution of one processor, Tn the time of
execution of n processor.
Tab. 4 shows that when the grid amount is fixed and the number of threads increases, P-MFL CPU wall time
gradually decreased. When the number of threads is fixed and the grid size increases, P-MFL CPU wall increases
almost linearly with grid size. Tab. 5 shows that, when the grid is fixed, P-MFL speedup increases with the increase
of the number of threads. When the number of threads is fixed, the speedup increases gradually with the grid amount
increase. Especially, If the grid is T S e6 (the number of cells is 2 million) and the number of threads is 16, the speedup
reached 9.51.
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To sum up, the P-MFL parallel algorithm based on OpenMP is correct and has good parallel scalability.
6. Summary and discussion
In this paper, aiming at the checkerboard oscillation problem of triangular mesh SGH Lagrangian hydrodynamic
simulation, a matter flow method is designed to alleviate the physical quantity oscillation, and parallelization is
carried out. The matter flow method is similar to that of Scovazzi[35] and Molgan[36] —- by introducing some
physical quantity transport terms between elements. However, compared with these two methods, we think that the
method in this paper takes into account the physical quantities that need to be transported more comprehensively.
Three kinds of effects are considered in the matter flow method. Firstly, the mass, energy and momentum transport
caused by matter transport. Secondly, energy transport caused by work due to the change of element density. Finally,
the effect of matter flow on strain rate in the element. In contrast, Scovazzi’s method only considers energy transport,
while Molgan’s method only considers the first kind of effect. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by
numerical experiments.
Although the matter flow method in this paper has achieved some good results, there are still many limitations.
Firstly, it is only suitable for scalar viscosity, and how to extend it to tensor viscosity needs further study. Secondly,
when one hopes to simulate multi-material fluids, the problem of how to implement matter flow between cells with
different materials needs to be solved. Finally, more work is needed in the parallel implementation algorithm of matter
flow algorithm, such as designing parallel method based on MPI.
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